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INTRODUCTION 

1. In this report we make available the oral evidence given to Sub-Committee D 
(Environment and Agriculture) on Wednesday 23 March 2005 by Ben 
Bradshaw MP, Nature Conservation and Fisheries Minister for the 
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, on European fisheries 
legislation. 

2. We produced a detailed report on European Union (EU) fisheries policy in 
20021, followed by an analysis in 20032 of the reform proposals.  Against this 
background, we asked the Minister to give evidence on the successive 
scrutiny overrides resulting from the late deposit of items before Council 
meetings and on the most recent developments in EU fisheries legislation. 

Scrutiny Overrides 

3. The Committee received several fishing related proposals which were 
deposited too late for scrutiny to take place in advance of the September, 
November and December Agriculture and Fisheries Councils in 2004. 
Scrutiny overrides resulted for the following: 

September 

11887/04 Proposal for a Regulation amending Regulation 2287/2003 as 
concerns fishing opportunities in Greenland waters. 

November 

13917/04 Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Regulation EC 
2340/2002 and Regulation 2347/2002 as concerns fishing opportunities for 
deep sea species for the Member States which acceded in 2004. 

December 

15237/04 Proposal for a Regulation fixing for 2005 the fishing opportunities 
and associated conditions for certain fish stocks and groups of fish stocks, 
applicable in community waters and for community vessels, in waters where 
limitations in catch are required. 

15390/04 Proposal for a Regulation fixing for 2005 and 2006 the fishing 
opportunities for community fishing vessels for certain deep sea fish stocks 
and amending regulation (EC) no 2347/2002 

4. During the United Kingdom’s six-month Presidency of the European Union 
from 1 July 2005, we urge the Government to address the short comings 
which still exist in the EU fisheries policy decision-making process, and to 
this end make detailed recommendations below. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

5. The Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) was first reformed in 1992 and again 
most recently in 2002, when a new framework agreement was established. 
The reform maintained traditional control measures such as Total Allowable 

                                                                                                                                     
1 Reform of the Common Fisheries Policy: The Current Crisis over Fish Stocks, European Union Select Committee 

(2nd Report, HL 16) 
2 Progress of Reform of the Common Fisheries Policy, European Union Select Committee (25th Report, HL 109) 
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Catch quotas, but also introduced a greater emphasis on fleet control in 
order to achieve an appropriate balance between stock and fishing effort.  

6. The main legislative components of the CFP reform include: 

• Regulation 2371/2002 on the conservation and exploitation of 
fisheries resources 

• Regulation 2369/2002 structural aid under the financial instrument 
for fisheries guidance (FIFG) 

• Regulation 2370/2002 emergency aid to support vessel 
decommissioning 

7. Regulation 2371/2002 contains a commitment to an ecosystem based 
approach to the use of fisheries resources which will be sustainable and 
focused on long term resource management and greater coherence with other 
EU policies. Long term stock recovery plans will be introduced for depleted 
populations which are considered to be outside safe biological limits, and 
management plans will be introduced for all other commercially exploited 
species. 

Improving scrutiny of EU Fisheries policy 

8. Every year the December Agriculture and Fisheries Council meet to 
negotiate Member State fishing quotas. Following the 2002 fisheries reform 
it was hoped that the decision-making process relating to yearly quotas would 
be improved, partly as a result of multi-annual management plans for fish 
stocks. Unfortunately there is still a very tight timetable for decisions 
regarding the yearly quotas, as Mr Bradshaw explained to us. 

ICES (International Council for the Exploration of the Seas3) release 
scientific advice in October of every year which the Commission study in 
order to produce their recommendations and draft proposals on quotas. 
Mr Bradshaw stated that his own officials received the Commission 
proposals on the 7 December, only two weeks before the Council meeting 
(Q 5). This obviously presents difficulties for scrutiny, which requires the 
United Kingdom Government to prepare a Regulatory Impact Assessment 
for each Commission proposal before it is deposited with Parliament. 

9. Currently therefore, there is a two week window in which both 
Governmental and Parliamentary scrutiny can take place between the 
publication of formal Commission proposals and the Council meeting (Q 9). 
Formally there is supposed to be a six week period for scrutiny from the 
publication of a Commission proposal with exceptions based only on the 
grounds of urgency. The current situation regarding fisheries is clearly 
inadequate. 

                                                                                                                                     
3 ICES provides the scientific information on which the Commission bases its yearly proposals for fishing 

quotas. The organisation is based in Copenhagen, coordinating and promoting marine research in the 
North Atlantic and other seas such as the Baltic Sea and North Sea. 
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Under Protocol IX to the Amsterdam Treaty national parliaments have six 
weeks to scrutinise proposed legislation. The text of the Protocol states: 

“A six-week period shall elapse between a legislative proposal or a proposal 
for a measure to be adopted under Title VI of the Treaty on European Union 
being made available in all languages to the European Parliament and the 
Council by the Commission and the date when it is placed on a Council 
agenda for decision … subject to exceptions on grounds of urgency, the 
reasons for which shall be stated in the act or common position.” 

10. The Committee accepts that the United Kingdom Government are placed in 
a difficult situation regarding fisheries scrutiny. However it would be 
unacceptable for the current situation to continue. 

11. Mr Bradshaw stated that he had already raised the problem of inadequate 
time for scrutiny of Commission proposals with the new Fisheries 
Commissioner Joe Borg, who is also concerned about the decision-making 
process. The Commissioner is considering moving the Fisheries Council 
from December to February, and moving the start of the fisheries year to 
April (Q 2). The reason for this is because ICES is unwilling to change the 
timing of the scientific advice for statistical reasons, which means the only 
option for increasing the amount of time for scrutiny is to have a later 
Council. The only concern the Minister expressed about moving the Council 
was that having it before the Christmas break provides a strict deadline which 
can be useful in fisheries negotiations. 

12. The EU is in the very early stages of introducing multi-annual planning and 
long term stock management as part of the recent fisheries reform process. 
This longer term perspective, as well as improving the involvement of 
different sectors of the fisheries community through Regional Advisory 
Councils should help to reduce the last minute nature of decisions at 
Fisheries Councils.  

13. The Committee agrees with the proposal that the Fisheries Council 
should be moved to February, along with a later start to the fishing 
year. It cannot be right that such important issues are debated at the last 
minute with little or no prior scrutiny. We agree with the Minister’s 
assessment that: 

“The change in the timetable would give not only parliamentarians 
more time; it would give the industries in the various countries and 
the governments in the various countries more time to study these 
proposals in more depth.” 

14. We therefore urge the Government to take forward the improvement 
of the decision-making process for fisheries management as a matter 
of urgency under their Presidency. 

General policy recommendations to the United Kingdom Presidency 

15. As well as discussing the decision-making process for fisheries management 
the Minister updated the Committee on a number of other issues: 
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Fish Stocks 

16. Fisheries management remains of vital importance to the EU, with ever more 
stark warnings on stocks emerging from the Commission’s scientific 
advisers4. At the same time the Commission has found that serious breaches 
of fisheries rules have increased with the latest official figures citing the 
involvement of 10% of the EU fleet5. 

17. Mr Bradshaw agreed that there are significant problems with illegal fishing 
and discards (Q 16). It is vital that mechanisms for compliance with 
EU Regulations are improved. We support the Commission’s recent 
initiatives in the use of remote sensing to monitor fishing vessel 
activity and the establishing of a new European Fisheries Control 
Agency. In our judgement it is essential that the United Kingdom 
takes forward the introduction of these initiatives during its 
Presidency. 

18. Taking action on third Country agreements was cited as a priority for the 
United Kingdom Presidency and the Committee is in agreement that 
management of European waters should not lead to the problem of over-
fishing being exported to other areas. 

Regional Advisory Councils 

19. The Committee were interested to hear that the first Regional Advisory 
Council had been set up to cover the North Sea area. It was running in time 
to feed into the December Fisheries Council, which is an encouraging sign. 
We urge the Government to use the United Kingdom Presidency to 
progress the establishment of Regional Advisory Councils across the 
EU. 

European Fisheries Fund 

20. The Committee was concerned that some EU Member States wished to 
reintroduce funds for renewal and/or modernisation of fishing vessels, which 
ended after the Common Fisheries Policy reforms of 2002. Mr Bradshaw 
stated that the UK is “resolutely opposed to any reintroduction of public 
money which might lead to increased capacity anywhere in the EU fleet” 
(Q 24). 

21. Given the continuing overcapacity of the EU fleet and its impact on 
over-fishing we agree strongly with the Government on this issue. 

22. We make this Report to the House for information. 

                                                                                                                                     
4 The most recent advice from ICES issued on the 10th June 2005 warns that anchovy stocks in the Bay of 

Biscay are close to collapse and recommends immediate closure of this fishery. The same report also warns 
of the serious state of cod in the Baltic and Kattegat recommending significant cuts in fishing effort. Full 
information on ICES advice can be found on their website: http://www.ices.dk/advice/icesadvice.asp 

5 Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament: Reports from Member 
States on behaviours which seriously infringed the rules of the Common Fisheries Policy in 2003. COM 
(2005) 207 final 
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Minutes of Evidence
TAKEN BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE EUROPEAN UNION

(SUB-COMMITTEE D)

WEDNESDAY 23 MARCH 2005

Present Christopher, L Plumb, L
Haskins, L Renton of Mount Harry, L (Chairman)
Lewis of Newnham, L Sewel, L
Livsey of Talgarth, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Ben Bradshaw, a Member of the House of Commons, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State,
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs; Mr Simon Waterfield, Head of Branch, Fleet
Structures Division; Ms Katie Bloxam, Policy Adviser, Sea Fisheries Conservation Division; Mr Sean Ryan,

Policy Adviser, Sea Fisheries Conservation Division, examined.

Q1 Chairman: Minister, thank you very much October, which is immovable I am told by ICES, and
indeed for coming to talk to us today. As you will the Council which would give your Committee more
know, we became rather disturbed by the number of time and other committees too.
documents about the fisheries policy that were
coming to us too late for scrutiny and that is the main

Q3 Chairman: On the principle that it is winter timereason why we asked you to come and talk to us.
and therefore a lot of boats are in harbour at thePerhaps we can take the opportunity of talking a bit
moment?more about how you see the future of the Common
Mr Bradshaw: Yes.Fisheries Policy et cetera. We are on air, not live, but

we are going onto the website so everything you say
will be in the public domain. We will send you a copy

Q4 Chairman: The fishing season starts again inof the draft evidence for you and your oYcials to
March/April?correct and look at before it is published. Is there
Mr Bradshaw: Yes. Moving the calendar would notanything you would like to say by way of
be popular with all sections of the industry becauseintroduction? Would you like to introduce to us the
diVerent bits of the industry have diVerent seasons.oYcials that have come with you?
ICES, who are responsible for giving us the advice,Mr Bradshaw: Yes. They are all oYcials from the
say that their date of giving that advice in October isFisheries Directorate. I am very happy to be here and
sensible and they believe should not be movedtake your questions on a whole range of issues. I can
because of the complexity of the various fisheriesstart on the annual timetable if you would like or, if
which they research. Also, they argue that if theyyou prefer to ask a specific question, I am happy to
were to move the date of publication and the datesrespond to that as well.
therefore of testing that would change the basis of the
evidence which has traditionally been at the same

Q2 Chairman:Why not start as you say and then we time of the year and in the same fishery so that one
will ask specific questions. can compare one year with another.
Mr Bradshaw: I have a great deal of sympathy for
your frustration on the very short timescale that we

Q5 Chairman: As you will remember, it washave in our annual fisheries calendar. It is something
particularly the proposal for a regulation about totalthat I raised in the first bilateral I held with the new
allowable catches for 2005–06 that came to us a dayfisheries Commissioner, shortly after he was
or two only before the Council meeting. I thinkappointed, and raised again with him during his
probably Defra had only received it a day or tworecent visit to the UK. It is a concern that he shares.
earlier. This was an important, fundamentalHe has some quite interesting ideas as to how the
document that we would very much like to have hadannual calendar might be changed. In particular, he
more time to look at. Do you think what you areis thinking of moving the Fisheries Council from
suggesting is likely to go ahead and do you think thatDecember to February and the start of the fisheries
will help us with the problem of scrutiny that weyear from January to April, which would give us

more time between receiving the scientific advice in have?
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23 March 2005 Mr Ben Bradshaw MP, Mr Simon Waterfield, Ms Katie Bloxam and
Mr Sean Ryan

Q7 Chairman: I do not mean us rather than theMr Bradshaw: I think it will certainly help because it
will give you and us more time. We share your Commons; I mean us, Westminster.
frustration. My own oYcials do not have very much Mr Bradshaw: I have not had conversations with my
time to study the form of recommendations of the ministerial colleagues from other countries recently
Commission which last year were published on 7 as to how their fisheries decisions are scrutinised by
December, only two weeks or so before the Council. their national parliaments but I know from my own
They changed quite fundamentally in those two experience back then on the Commons Scrutiny
weeks as the Council took soundings from Member Committee that we are middling. Denmark has a
States, so we went to the Council on the first day with much stronger, more robust parliamentary scrutiny
an initial Commission proposal which was quite system and some countries have a much weaker one.
diVerent from the one published on 7 December, I have no reason to suppose that has changed but I
which formed the basis for the start of the suspect your Committee is in a better position in
negotiations. The change in the timetable would give terms of the experience you have had to make a
not only parliamentarians more time; it would give judgment than I am.
the industries in the various countries and the
governments in the various countries more time to

Q8 Chairman: Presumably, because there is a lot ofstudy these proposals in more depth. Take, for
negotiation involved, would the idea of having pre-example, the proposal that we had last year for major
scrutiny of draft documents work, like a draft bill, aclosed areas in the North Sea. We did not have very

much time to study it in any depth. We think there draft document?
could be merit in such closed areas but it is not Mr Bradshaw: Absolutely. If you take last
satisfactory for us to have so little time and for you, December’s Council as an example, things moved
my Lord Chairman, to have so little time. Changing quite considerably. We went into the Council with
the timing would give us that. I would add one caveat the recommendations that weremade on 7December
though and that is that the perverse advantage of a which included this proposal for large closed areas.
tight timetable and a strict, pre-Christmas deadline is The Commission having taken soundings, realising
that it does concentrate minds. In the end, we are that this was a non-starter because of the level of
talking here about extremely complex quota and opposition from major Member States, made a
TAC negotiations and other negotiations across diVerent first compromise at the beginning of the
hundreds of fisheries throughout the European Council which dropped the idea of closed areas and
Union with very strong national and political replaced it instead with a three day reduction in the
interests involved. If you do not have some sort of cod fishery in the North Sea, which we were equally
timetable or deadline which concentrates minds, the unhappy with and we managed during the course of
fear among some people is that you would never get theCouncil negotiations to negotiate that away. Very
an agreement. There is a balance to be struck here. I major changes can be achieved during the
agree with your Committee that the current timetable negotiations. I do not think that means that a useful
does not make sense. We would support any formal job could not be done by your Committee in terms of
proposals from the Commission to change it.

looking at the initial proposals across the TACs andWhether that would get support throughout the
quotas but, particularly in that we aremore andmoreEuropean Union is too early to say.We have not had
now moving towards multi-annual agreements andthe opportunity yet to take soundings but it is
recover plans for endangered species, I would thinksomething that we would like to take forward under
there is a useful job of work to be done, not least inour presidency if we can, even if in terms of pushing
terms of providing ministers with useful ammunitionthe idea forward I do not think we will get a change
when they go in to bat on behalf of the UK.in time for this year’s Council. I would certainly like
Chairman: If we can follow that up, let us do so.to make progress. It fits into our overall agenda of

simplification.

Q9 Lord Lewis of Newnham: You obviously have a
very tight timetable.Would it be useful if we could seeQ6 Chairman: Are there other countries seriously
some of these documents prior to the critical date andinvolved in this issue such as Spain who take the issue
allocate in our calendar the first two weeks ofof scrutiny as seriously as we do? This is not meant to
January or something to be dedicated to any of yoursound pompous but are we rather unique in the
problems? It seems to me if we know and we candegree to which we want to be scrutinised at
allocate the time, that is it, but when it is just droppedparliamentary rather than ministerial level?
on us and we have no knowledge whatsoever we feelMr Bradshaw: Speaking from my previous
that afterwards we could have made a significantexperience as a member of the House of Commons

European Scrutiny Committee— contribution.
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23 March 2005 Mr Ben Bradshaw MP, Mr Simon Waterfield, Ms Katie Bloxam and
Mr Sean Ryan

considerable progress in the last two years partly as aMr Bradshaw: I agree. At the moment, we are talking
about a two week window for us and for you to study result of something called the Fisheries Science

Partnership, which we have been funding throughformal Commission proposals. We know that the
Fisheries Council meets in the last few days before Defra, to pay scientists to be placed on fishermen’s

boats, something the fishermen have been calling forChristmas and it will have a very tight window to
scrutinise any proposals that come forward. A for some time. They have been saying for a long time

that there are plenty of fish in the sea. “We do notchange in the calendar would enlarge that window
and make all our lives much easier. believe what the scientists are saying. Put the

scientists on our boats and we will show you.” That
has achieved not only some quite interesting results inQ10 Lord Lewis of Newnham: One of the obvious
terms of changes in TACs and quotas, but it hasproblems we have is stock recovery. Could you
changed the atmosphere in the industry with regardprovide us with an overview on how the development
to the science. In the international system it is trueof stock recovery plans is progressing and a
that, because the outcome of the Council is a politicalcommentary as to how you feel and if it is going
negotiation, the outcome of the Council never tendsfast enough?
to truly reflect the original recommendations of theMr Bradshaw: We take the view that the stock
scientists. The original recommendations of therecovery plan programme is progressing well. The
scientists tend to be much more precautionary. Thatone that is of most interest to the UK is the cod
may partly be because the scientists take what theyrecovery plan. One of the things that we were very
knowwill be the outcome of the Council into accountpleased to achieve during last December’s Council
when theymake those recommendations. For the lastwas to get the Commission to recognise publicly that
three years, the oYcial scientific advice has been forthe UK had done more than any other nation in the
a total closure of the cod fishery in the North Sea,EU towards achieving cod recovery. We have
somethingwhich even if it were desirable and justifiedreduced our eVort on cod in the first couple of years
based on the science, would be politically completelyof the recovery plan by 65 per cent, which is no mean
impossible for most of the North Sea fishing nations.feat. The Commission acknowledges that that is
The end result has been a compromise between whatmore than any other country.We still have to be very
the industry would like to see and what the scientistscareful because although there are small signs of
have recommended. That is an inevitable part of therecovery in the cod biomass stock it is still at a very
system that we have and I would like to try to movelow level. What we argued during the December
everybody much closer to the middle ground on thisCouncil was that, given that there are some flickering
rather than having a system where you have thesigns of stock recovery and that we have taken some
scientists saying one thing, the fishermen saying thequite painful measures in the UK through
other and politicians plumping for the middledecommissioning and other measures to reduce our
ground.eVort by 65 per cent, this Council is not the time for

new radical, very painful measures that might prove
to be unnecessary, but wemay need to return to some Q12 Chairman: At the back of your mind always

must be the worry about the Newfoundland problemof those measures in future if cod deteriorates further
or fails to recover in the way that we hope it will. and the failure of Canada to act in time.

Mr Bradshaw: Yes.

Q11 Chairman: I was one of those who did go to
Aberdeen and wrote our report about the situation Q13 Lord Haskins: You said at one point that you

felt you could not go as far as you would like to haveon our fisheries in the North Sea and so forth. The
impression I had then was that the scientists were gone in the last negotiations and that maybe you

would come back to the issue of over-capacity andreally using their best endeavours by looking at the
biomass and so forth but were tending to say, “You decommissioning again. I was very interested in an

article you have written which puts quite anprobably should stop fishing cod in the North Sea at
the moment altogether.” The fishermen whose optimistic view. If the sanctions are allowed to work

for two or three years, you could get into quitelivelihoods depend on it were taking another view or
saying, “Even if we cut down a lot on cod, we should favourable fishing territory. It seems you are moving

from grand crisis to good opportunity. Could yoube allowed to catch much more haddock.” Where do
you stand on this? explain that to us?

Mr Bradshaw: I said earlier that we have wonMr Bradshaw: The relationship between the scientific
advice and the fishing industry is a very interesting recognition inEurope for having done themost in the

UK and we have done a lot in reducing our eVorts onand an extremely important one. When I was moved
into this job two years ago, that relationship cod. Other countries have not done somuch.Wemay

well need to do more, depending on what happens towas pretty dysfunctional. We have made some
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fishing. On discards, there is no fishery system in thethe cod stocks. Everybody would recognise that
overall in the European Union there is still over- world that has completely solved the problem of

discards because discards do not just happen becausecapacity in the fleet, but the UK has been in the
forefront of reducing that over-capacity. We have the fisherman has gone above quota level. They also

happen because fish species may be too small or notbeen through some very painful decommissioning in
the last three years and it was as a result of some of worth very much and they are thrown away for that

reason. Some systems have managed to makethat pain that the Prime Minister established his
Strategy Unit’s investigation into the state of the progress on tackling discards. Iceland has through its

ITQ system. The Faroes have through their eVortfishing industry which reported last year and which
the government is shortly to respond to. That does control system. My impression is that the discard

problem in the UK has got better in the last couplelay out a positive future for the industry because its
analysis concluded that the fishing industry has a of years because we have better TACs and quotas for

some of the species that were causing a lot of theprofitable and sustainable future as long as we get the
eVort in line with the level of the stocks. This is a problems like monkfish, for example, because they

are very diYcult to avoid catching because of theirrenewable resource. It is not like the coal industry or
one of these other industries where you exploit it until shape. We have big increased TACs on monkfish.

The monkfish discard problem has become less. Wethere is none left. As long as we get the eVort and the
stock levels in sync there is no reason why we should are going to have in this coming financial year a

couple of discard pilots. The Commission itselfnot have a profitable industry, but we still have a long
way to go in terms of the Common Fisheries Policy, recognises this is a problem and has proposed a

number of measures to try to tackle the discardalthough I think some of the criticisms compared
with some other fishery systems have been rather problem. Any system of fishery based on quota has a

real challenge in eradicating discards completely.unfair.

Q14 Lord Haskins:We are going ahead withmoving Q17 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: As far as discards are
a lot of the tsunami boats into the Indian Ocean? concerned, are you satisfied with the net mesh sizes
Mr Bradshaw: There is an initiative to help fishing that are being used in European waters and
communities that were hit by the tsunami. However, particularly in UK waters, the length of nets
we need to be careful about two things. One is that we deployed and also one way of reducing fishing eVort
do not shift the problem of over-fishing from Europe of course is to have more closed areas. What do you
to the Indian Ocean and the other is that some of the think about that?
boats that have been decommissioned here would be Mr Bradshaw: We believe closed areas have a role to
highly inappropriate for the sorts of fisheries in the play and we already have one marine protected area
communities that we are talking about in the Indian at Lundy Island which has shown some dramatic
Ocean. results in terms of the increased stock levels and size
Chairman: Nonetheless, we did think it was a very of crab and lobster. The diYculty with larger closed
good idea. We thought the EU Commission were for areas in UK waters is that at the moment we do not
once being constructive and helpful. I hope some of have any hard, scientific evidence that they would
it will work out. help in terms of fish stocks. Coincidentally,

tomorrow I am hosting a national conference in
Q15 Lord Sewel: Is there any thinking on black fish London. We have invited marine scientists and
and the scale of the problem that still exists and ways others to come and talk about the whole issue of
of countering it? Is there any new thinking on closed areas and marine protected areas because
tackling discards? there is still some debate among the scientists as to
Mr Bradshaw: The diYculty with black fish is, whether theywould help in ourwaters. Because of the
because it is illegal, the very nature of it makes it very highly migratory nature of the stocks that we are
diYcult to know how much of it goes on. talking about and the very highly mixed fishery

nature of our fisheries, it is not completely
comparable with, for example, some of the closedQ16 Lord Sewel: It depends what your intelligence

is like. areas that have been implemented in NewZealand or
South Africa and elsewhere. I accept there is evidenceMr Bradshaw: Yes. The Strategy Unit I think

concluded that it was a serious problem in certain from around the world that closed areas can have a
positive impact. I am very interested in them but I dofisheries, up to about 50 per cent in some.. My

judgment is that there is a relationship between illegal not want to progress with them in UK or EU waters
until we have the hard evidence, not least to convincefishing and quota and TAC levels and the last two

year increases in some of the important TACs and the fishermen that they will help. On the other
technical measures, yes, we are always reviewing andquotas would have helped with regard to illegal
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Q21 Chairman: Where was the first one based?investigating technical means of not only avoiding
bycatch and discards using diVerent mesh sizes and Mr Bradshaw: The first one was launched in
mesh shapes, but separator grids and means of Edinburgh.
discriminating between diVerent species which we
have done quite successfully, for example, between

Q22 Chairman: It is covering the whole of Scotland,haddock and cod, where haddock stocks have been
the east coast and the west coast?very healthy and we have wanted to enable fishermen
Mr Bradshaw: No. This is for the North Sea. It isto continue to catch haddock while helping them
covering the North Sea area and it involves all ofavoid catching cod. Some of that has been extremely
those countries that have an interest in theNorth Sea.successful in reducing cod bycatch in haddock
Its secretariat is based in Aberdeen but its mainfisheries.
annual meeting and its othermeetings in between will
move around from country to country, between the

Q18 Lord Sewel: If the answer to black fish is to countries that have an interest.
increase the TAC, that is a problem, is it not, if the
stock is under threat because the TAC will go down?

Q23 Chairman: We were very keen in our report onThat is where the real problem of black fishwill pinch
trying to devolve some responsibility to the locality,because it puts this stock under excessive pressure.
so that everyone involved was a stakeholder, inMr Bradshaw:Perhaps a better way of answering that
common parlance, and could be involved in how itquestion would be to say that black fish illegal fishing
was going to work.is closely related to the profitability of the boats. It is
Mr Bradshaw: What is remarkable about it so far isnot just about the TAC levels. You are absolutely
that, for the first time, one has industry, government,right, my Lord. You can get into a situation where
scientists and environmental NGOs all workingyou would just be increasing TAC levels to eradicate
together eVectively in one organisation and agreeingillegality and you are then having catastrophic results
on recommendations. This is something that hasin terms of the stock levels. It is about getting a
never happened before and it is rather promisingprofitable industry and in countries likeNewZealand
because if we do not get that collaborative approachand Iceland where the boats are twice as profitable as
among all of those who have an interest in the marineours you have less of a problem with illegal fishing
environment we are not going to get our fisheriesbecause people have good incomes.
policy right.

Q19 Chairman: That is human nature. It is bound to
Q24 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: A new Europeanbe so. We are still holding under scrutiny the Council
Fisheries Fund is being negotiated as part of therecommendation on electronic recording and
financial perspective for 2007 to 2013. What is thereporting of fishing activities, about which you wrote
government’s position regarding some Memberto Lord Grenfell two or three weeks ago. You still
States’ desire to reintroduce funds for renewal and/orhave some concerns, as we did, about the eYcacy of
modernisation of fishing vessels, which ended afterthis but if it can be worked out reasonably it will be a
the Common Fisheries Policy reform of 2002? Weuseful way of tracking smaller boats to see where they
have been very concerned on this Committee aboutare every hour of the day and night.
the technology creep, for example. You may replaceMr Bradshaw: Absolutely.
an old boat with a much more eYcient system which
is far more eVective in fishing terms. We understand
maybe the Poles are quite anxious to get access to thisQ20 Chairman: It is an example for us of the value of

scrutiny, close contact with you as the Minister and sort of fund. What is your view?
your Department as to what is happening. Could I Mr Bradshaw: The UK would be resolutely opposed
ask you about the Regional Advisory Councils? Are to any reintroduction of the use of public money
they going well? Are they proving worthwhile, in which might lead to increased capacity anywhere in
your judgment? the EU fleet. We have made that absolutely clear.We

think it would be a hugely retrograde step followingMr Bradshaw: They are. The first one was set up
oYcially last November, the one for the North Sea. the historic achievement as part of the CFP reform

agreement a couple of years ago. We are veryIn a very short space of time between its
establishment and the December Council, it fed in supportive of the Commission. The Commission is as

resolute as we are. This was discussed at the lastquite usefully its views on the December Council
proposals. Politically, it made it much easier for me Fisheries Council when wemade our views very plain

and we will continue to do what we can to ensure thatand other governments to argue against some of the
proposals the Commission made there. this does not happen.
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value out of its own marine resources. We would likeQ25 Chairman: Will you have a lot of people taking
the other view? to see capacity improved in some of these countries to

enable them to benefit more themselves from theirMr Bradshaw: I do not sense that there would be a
qualified majority for reintroducing subsidies for own marine resource which, for some of these

countries, is a huge resource compared with the restcapacity increase. When the Secretary of State, Mrs
Beckett, and I raised this with the Spanish minister in of their economy.

Lord Sewel: There have been legitimate concerns inthe bilateral we had a couple of weeks ago, Spain
being one of the countries that is supposedly most the past about the nature of the agreements and there

was no local development gain as a result. Ifinterested in doing this, we were quite encouraged by
what she had to say. our presidency focuses on this as a priority, this

could establish in some demonstrable way that
there is a local development gain accruing toQ26 Lord Plumb: You recently stated that during
these communities. That would be a significantthe UK presidency, which is not very far away, the
achievement.government will be focusing on third country

agreements between Member States and the
developing countries. Can you expand on what you Q28 Lord Christopher: We are interested in the

Strategy Unit’s paper. Are you planning to respondare hoping to achieve? You are assuming of course
that there will be a lot of focus on theWTO and what to it and when do you think you will?

Mr Bradshaw: We are. I suspect that the date of thehappens from there on. I am well aware of the
arguments that take place in the African, Caribbean government’s response will depend somewhat on the

date of the possible general election but we haveand Pacific Rim between countries, the same sort of
arguments that take place in the EU. Does this make always said that we would respond this spring and

that is still our intention.it more diYcult or is it possible to resolve the
diVerences between countries in coming to some sort
of agreement through the WTO? Q29 Lord Christopher: The report suggests the
Mr Bradshaw:The governance of fisheries in our own introduction of individual transferable quotas. You
waters is tricky enough but in international waters it have referred to New Zealand where it seems to have
is a huge challenge. The legal framework is still not as been successful. There may be geographic diYculties
strong as we would like it to be. There are still too few but what are your views?
countries that are signed up to international Mr Bradshaw: Without pre-empting what we will say
agreements. The specific issue of third party in our oYcial response to the strategy unit report, I
agreements is one that we have some power to think ITQs have a lot to commend them. I do not
improve. That is why we wanted tomake it one of the know if any of your Lordships have read the book by
priorities of our presidency because these are the Charles Clover, the environment editor of The
agreements that the EU strikes with third countries, Telegraph, that came out last year called The End of
often quite poor countries in the developing world— the Line. It was an important book about the state of
in Africa in particular—which are very lucrative to the international fishing industry and its future. He
the EU industry. The Commission does have good made the very valid point that successful fisheries
rules on how these negotiations are conducted, but around the world have one thing in common. That is
we are not satisfied that those rules are always as that they give ownership of the resource to the
strictly applied as we would like in terms of ensuring fishermen so that the fishermen have a vested interest
that the developing country concerned does not lose in conserving that resource. That is what an ITQ
out, either in terms of the money it makes from these system does. It gives the fisherman a stake in the
agreements or the impact on its own fisheries and quota which is tradable. That tends to achieve a
marine environment. That is what we want to make much better level of buy-in by the fishing industry in
sure is right, not least because that fits into the UK science, in conservation and in preserving stock and
government’s wider international development therefore the value of their investment. I find that
agenda. argument pretty convincing. Whether an ITQ system

similar to the one that is already in Iceland or New
Zealand is transferable to the UK and CFP scenarioQ27 Lord Plumb: Do you see this increasing trade

between developing countries and the European is a slightly diVerent matter. It could well be that,
because of our uniquely mixed fishery in the UK andUnion? I mean that as a flow both ways.

Mr Bradshaw: Yes. In a number of these instances, the fact that we have shared our waters historically
with a number of other countries, what weone is talking about EU vessels, mainly from the

southern EU, fishing in other countries’ waters and recommend will not be a pure ITQ system. It may be
an incremental approach, introducing ITQs in onebringing the fish back to Europe so that the country

involved is simply getting a fee and getting no added sector first and then moving into other sectors or it
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governments around the world are realising is thatmay be a mixture of ITQs and eVort control, which is
the other basic system operated by the Faroe Islands. the old way of managing the marine environment in

diVerent sectors—you had the fishing industry, youWe have not finally decided on that but on the
evidence I have seen ITQs have a lot to commend had shipping and you had energy, wind power all

working separately and environmentalists concernedthem as a fisheries management system.
about bird life or the marine environment—one has
to bring these interests together in some sort ofQ30 Lord Christopher: As a simple soul, it seems to
holistic, eco-system approach to managing theme that, apart from making a living, there is no
marine environment. We in the UK are embarkingincentive to the fisherman not to keep fishing.
on a process of doing that ourselves through theMr Bradshaw: Exactly.
proposed Marine Bill. It is very interesting that theChairman: It is rather like climate change. Scientists
Commission seems to be considering itself whether ittell you it is going to happen but you do not think it
needs to change the way that the EU as a whole looksis going to aVect you. For the average fisherman, he
at the sea and whether it needs to end this sort ofhas his money in his boat, his crew and so forth, and
separation, this fracturing, of howwe look at our seasthis is a real problem for the likes of you. I am very
and bring them together in a environmentallyinterested in you saying that now you have the
sustainable and eco-system approach. We wouldscientists going on boats more and therefore there is
support that, but it is not yet clear as to whether thatmore cooperation and understanding between
is indeed their intention.scientists and the captain or owner of the boat, but

against you all the time is the improvement of the
Q33 Chairman: In the proposed Marine Bill there istechnology, longer nets, bigger nets, nets that are
still something that says that you are therefore18 miles long and radar telling you where the fish are.
thinking of the content of and the degree to whichSometimes you wonder what chance the fish have
you will fit in with the Commission strategy that iswith all this technology.
ahead.
Mr Bradshaw: Yes.Q31 Lord Christopher: The shopper, if he or she is

old enough, can tell you what is happening to fish.
Q34 Chairman: You might be minister of the seaYou may have a whole cod in a fish and chip shop. I
therefore!remember whole cod that were this long. The
Mr Bradshaw: Well, in a way, the creation of Defraevidence is visible to everybody if they like to look.
was a first step in moving in the right direction,Mr Bradshaw:MyLord Chairman, your comparison
because whereas previously we had fisheries in withwith climate change is an excellent one and it is one
MAFF, separate from the environment, we are nowthat I make myself. Apart from the fact that I think,
all together and I think that has had a positive impactafter climate change, the marine environment is
in the right direction in terms of how theUK sees andprobably the second most serious international,
manages its marine environment.environmental challenge that we face, also like

climate change, it is one that we can only meet on an
international basis, because fish do not respect Q35 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: Do you not think,
national boundaries. We could do everything right in Minister, that there is a huge opportunity for you and
the UK in terms of managing our marine the Presidency of producing, hopefully, aMarine Bill
environment but we would not save the world’s fish for the UK that might be a prototype for something
stocks by doing so. We still have a great deal to do even bigger, in a pan-European sense and a world
on this. sense?

Mr Bradshaw: I do. It would be immodest, I think, to
suggest that it might be something that everyoneQ32 Chairman: A final question on the proposed
could copy but I know from the conversations I haveMarine Strategy announced by the new
had with Mr Borg, the Commissioner, that he is veryCommissioner. I gather it should cover all aspects of
interested in what we are doing in the UK and in theshipping, fish, tourism and so forth. Is it a radical
development of our Marine Bill and is watching itapproach or is it, in a sense, rehashing, improving co-
very closely.ordination that already exists but giving it a more

glamorous name?
Mr Bradshaw: I do not think that is quite clear yet, Q36 Chairman: Minister, thank you and your

colleagues very much indeed for coming to talk to usmy Lord Chairman, and it remains to be seen. I can
perhaps better say what we would like it to be, and this morning. You will realise this Committee is very,

very interested in the fisheries issue and we wouldthat really leads on from what we were discussing
about the challenge that we face in managing our very much appreciate being kept in touch with as

much warning as possible so that we do have time tomarine environment. I think what increasingly
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as Britain, we have got to get right. Thank you verylook and talk about it. We very much agree with you;
it is both a huge problem and it is a huge challenge, much indeed.

Mr Bradshaw: A pleasure. Thank you.and it is one, with the wealth that we have in the sea
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